A sneak peak into what it's like to do a Systems Design Interview at Google. Open to anyone studying Computer Science or a closely related field. Please RSVP as pre-work will be sent out prior.

**WHAT:**

A sneak peak into what it's like to do a Systems Design Interview at Google. Open to anyone studying Computer Science or a closely related field. Please RSVP as pre-work will be sent out prior.

**WHEN:**

2pm-4pm Tues April 21

**WHERE:**

Room 49-502 in Advanced Engineering Bldg, University of Queensland

**WORKSHOP: IT’S HACKADEMIC WITH POLYMER**

Join Google Engineers for a hands on interactive tour on building a web application using Polymer — the future of the web platform.

**WHAT:**

Join Google Engineers for a hands on interactive tour on building a web application using Polymer — the future of the web platform.

**WHEN:**

5.30-7.30pm Tues April 21

**WHERE:**

49-316/316A in Advanced Engineering Bldg, University of Queensland

**DO COOL THINGS THAT MATTER**
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